
Let us help answer questions.

Do electric-capable transport refrigeration units (TRUs)* cost 
more to own and operate? 
Electric-capable TRUs can cost more upfront because you’re purchasing an additional (electric) 
power source. However, electric standby and hybrid electric TRUs can save you up to 80% in 
fuel costs and eliminate the need to idle a diesel engine resulting in fewer engine hours. Typically, 
electric-capable TRUs have reduced maintenance, repair and down time. These savings can 
outweigh additional costs of purchasing electric-capable TRUs. 

Will we need to replace our existing fleet?
Your largest savings will come from utilizing electric-capable TRUs across your entire fleet. However, 
we recommend a fleet management plan that includes incorporating electric-capable TRUs in place 
of diesel TRUs as part of your normal equipment replacement schedule. Shore power and bay 
electrification can be added at the beginning of your plan or phased in as needed. Many companies 
install electric-capable TRUs in anticipation of adding plug-in infrastructure. 

What if we do not own our fleet?
If you utilize a third party for your shipping needs, the cost savings could be significant. 
Collaborating with your shipping partner could result in positive benefits for both organizations. Let 
us help facilitate a conversation to discuss the impact on your business and sustainability goals. 

Will additional electrical infrastructure be needed? 
In warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing and other facilities, power is typically available. 
In some cases, a short extension or transformer upgrade may be required. 

Can I install a plug-in station anywhere? 
Plug-in receptacles and pedestals can be installed at loading docks or in parking lots depending on 
your needs. Accommodations can be made to account for snow plowing or other site hazards via 
overhead connectors or strategic equipment placement. 
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Learn more at  
alliantenergy.com/truck.

Contact your key account manager or the  
Alliant Energy Renewable Hotline at 1-800-972-5325.

What is the typical return on investment? 
Including the costs to replace mechanical TRUs with electric-capable TRUs and install 
additional infrastructure, the return on investment is typically under two years when used 
on a regular basis. On-site external storage using all-electric TRUs can result in a quicker 
return. 

Are there additional funding opportunities that may help 
offset the costs? 
There may be grant opportunities at the federal and state levels. Contact us to learn more 
about your options.
 
Switch to an electric-capable TRU and get a rebate. 
Receive up to a $1,500 rebate for each purchase of an electric-capable TRU and installation 
of 480-volt plug-in infrastructure.**

* Electric-capable TRU refers to either hybrid electric or electric standby versions. 

** If you are considering a 208-volt or 240-volt TRU, already own an electric-capable TRU with no plug-in 
infrastructure, or need multiple plug-in locations for each TRU, additional rebates may apply. 


